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About Us
Refrigerated Food Express is led by a devoted management team 
dedicated to the core values of quality, customer service, technology and 
education. We are experienced professionals who are committed  
to honesty, fairness and quality transportation services.

Our history is our leadership
Refrigerated Food Express is keeping family tradition alive. The company is passionately led by two third 

generation women, CEO Kimberly Welby and COO Diana Rossi. Their families have been working together 

in the transportation industry since the early 1950’s.

Our values
We succeed and grow with cutting edge technology and never waiver from our core foundation of morality, 

ethics and family values. We strive for excellence throughout the organization. The result is a sense of a tight 

bond with employees, customers and our community.

Mission Statement
As a team of transportation professionals, we are committed to the highest level of customer service and 

integrity. Since information and technology is ever-changing, there is a constant effort to educate and 

train. In a proactive environment that values individual creativity, we shall respectfully challenge each other 

striving for excellence throughout the organization.

We want to help
To find out how REFE can benefit you, please email www.runrefe.com or call 508-587-4600.
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Our Services
Our highly trained and talented team of problem solvers utilize their 
expert logistics techniques to help you optimize your supply chain 
and provide you the most cost-effective and efficient solutions and 
services available.

Dry Van Service
We provide air-ride and regular heavy-duty van service. Utilizing tracking systems, we update you at 

driver pick-up, where your freight is at in transit and email you exact delivery times. Our network of 

qualified carriers run full truckload product on regular and irregular routes nationwide and into Canada 

and Mexico. We have 48’ and 53’ vans ready to roll for both standard transit and expedited loads.

Partial and LTL Service
We can service your LTL and partial truckload needs with the same dedication that we do with your 

trucked freight. With so many options available to you, let us help you select the best option to get your 

freight where it needs to be cost effective and on time every time.

Refrigerated Service
Our 53’ refrigerated air ride trailers transport your frozen, deep frozen and temperature controlled goods. 

We can control your products’ temperature across three zones providing you the greatest flexibility and 

product safety for your shipments. Our expert team will help you get the job done safely and accurately 

while handling the burden of selecting the most cost effective method of transportation for your needs.


